Summary of Accreditation Decisions

First-Time Accreditation Reviews

Carlow University - (Pennsylvania) - Granted First-time accreditation for its business programs with one note and no observations.

GAIA - (Guatemala) - Action on first-time accreditation deferred.

Reaffirmation of Accreditation Reviews

California State University Maritime Academy - (California) - Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with no notes and no observations.

Culver Stockton University - (Missouri) - Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note and no observations.

Eastern Oregon University - (Oregon) - Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with four notes and one observation.

Indus Business Academy - Bangalore - (India) - Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note and one observation.

Lindsey Wilson College - (Kentucky) - Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with two notes and no observations.

Shepherd University - (West Virginia) - Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with two notes and no observations.

Russell Sage College - (New York) - Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note and no observations.
University of New York-Prague- (Czech Republic) Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with no notes and no observations.

Accounting Accreditation Reviews

University of the Cumberlands-(Kentucky)- Granted Specialized Accounting Accreditation with one note and no observations.

Candidacy Reviews

Our Lady of Fatima University-(Philippines)- Granted candidacy status until July 31, 2025.

Southwest University of El Paso-(Texas)- Granted candidacy status until July 31, 2025.

New Program Reviews

University of the Cumberlands-(Kentucky)-Granted with no notes and no observations.

Extension Requests

Northwestern College-(Iowa)- Granted an extension of accreditation until April 30, 2023.

University of Maryland Global Campus-(Maryland) Granted an extension of accreditation until December 31, 2022.

Baker College-(Michigan)- Granted an extension of accreditation until December 31, 2024.

For additional information on each decision, please refer to the school’s individual Member Status page available on the IACBE website at
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